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                  We are Montgomeryshire’s leading wildlife conservation charity. Working in partnership with 45 other Wildlife Trusts across the UK, we aim to create an environment rich in wildlife for everyone.
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        Nora, Dyfi female osprey defending her nest from intruding osprey © MWT/Emyr Evans


    





  

                  Montgomeryshire Wildlife Trust has been working to protect the wildlife and wild places where you live for over 40 years.
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        Volunteers at Llanymynech Rocks © MWT


    





  

                  Montgomeryshire’s wildlife needs our help – and we can’t do it without you!
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        Pearl-bordered Fritillary butterfly in close up © MWT/Tammy Stretton


    





  

                  Montgomeryshire’s varied landscape still holds a wide range of habitats supporting a great diversity of species. Discover more here!...
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        Cottongrass flowering at Glaslyn Nature Reserve in June


    





  

                  Discover more about our 18 nature reserves, across Montgomeryshire
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        Hazel Dormouse in hand © MWT/Tammy Stretton


    





  

                  Montgomeryshire’s wildlife needs our help – and we can’t do it without you!
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        A pioneering, science-based project to revive the ecology and economy of the Welsh uplands
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        John has worked in fisheries management for over 25 years. He has seen our waterways at their best – and their worst. He knows firsthand how devastating unhealthy rivers can be for wildlife and…
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        I'm Gemma, the Marine Conservation Apprentice at Cornwall Wildlife Trust. Originally from the Channel Islands, I've grown up stumbling over the rocky shore and snorkelling over hazy…
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        Philip has been helping to restore Manchester Mosslands for twenty years, helping these rare wetlands to recover. He works in front of a computer most of the time, so he has always enjoyed the…
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        Common bird's-foot-trefoil has a vareity of names that conjure up some interesting images: 'Eggs and Bacon', for instance! Its small, yellow, slipper-like flowers can be seen in all…
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        For her A-Level Photography project, Emily-Jane is taking images of the landscapes that she loves; combining her two passions – photography and wildlife – so she can express herself in creative…
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        Farmland can conjure up rural images of brown hares zig-zagging across fields, chattering flocks of finches and yellowhammers singing from thick, bushy hedges and field margins studded with…
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        Bill has spent much of his life on Hampstead Heath. Although he feels like he's miles away from anywhere, a break in the trees offers one of the best views of London City - when it's…
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        The Alcathoe bat was 'discovered' in the UK in 2010 when it was confirmed as a separate species to the very similar whiskered and Brandt's bats. Little is known about its range and…
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        These mysterious and beautiful creatures rely on warm ocean currents to ‘sail’ them around the world... not a bad life?
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        This brilliant red and white sea slug would make the perfect nudibranch for a Christmas card image or perhaps a football team mascot!
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        Spot these giants of the bumblebee world during springtime. They can be seen buzzing from flower to flower getting their pollen fix.
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